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“One must have a tough mind and a soft heart.”
- Sophie Scholl
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Thank you to the village it has taken to keep me going through 
the rough patches! Shout out to free self-defense classes, jail 

support, community gatherings with food, and places to sleep. 
Special thanks to Antifa International for helping me in a jam, 
the Victoria Anarchist Bookfair for hosting the workshop this 
zine is based on, and to the people who helped me edit and 

work through ideas. Thank you to my family, therapists, and 
the many comrades and friends who I’ve worked with and 
supported me in all different ways throughout the years, I 

appreciate you!
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it, as well as some of the barriers and some suggestions for 
>EM�JE�:;7B�M?J>�J>EI;�:?<[9KBJ?;I�� L;D�KD:;H�7FE97BOFJ?9�
9ED:?J?EDI�J>;�>KC7D�97F79?JO�JE�B?L;�<KBBO�7D:�M;BB�?I�L7IJ
�
7D:�$�>EF;�$�7C�78B;�JE�7HJ?9KB7J;�IEC;�?:;7I�JE�>;BF�EKH�
7DJ?<7I9?IJ�CEL;C;DJI�8;�IF79;I�E<�97H;�7D:�@EO���/>;�B7IJ�<;M�
O;7HI�$�>7L;�IF;DJ�[=>J?D=�<7I9?IC�>7L;�8;;D�J>;�CEIJ�
J;HH?<O?D=
�@EOEKI
�:?<[9KBJ
�H;M7H:?D=
�BED;IEC;
�9EDD;9J;:
�
7D:�?DJ;DI;�J?C;�E<�CO�B?<;��.EC;�E<�J>7J�J?C;�$�>7L;�<;BJ�
FEM;H<KB
�IKFFEHJ;:
�;DL;BEF;:�?D�9ECCKD?JO�7D:�78B;�JE�
J7A;�ED�7DOJ>?D=
�M>?B;�EJ>;H�J?C;I�$�>7L;�8;;D�J;HH?[;:
�
:;IF7?H?D=
�7D:�7BED;��/>HEK=>�H;C;C8;H?D=�CO�CEH;�
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�$�
H;7B?P;�J>7J�EJ>;H�F;EFB;�C7O�7BIE�8;�=H7FFB?D=�M?J>�I?C?B7H�
;NF;H?;D9;I��*J>;H�<EBAI�:E?D=�7DJ?<7I9?IC�C7O�7BIE�<;;B�
isolated�7D:�JH7KC7J?P;:�7I�J>EKI7D:I�E<�F;EFB;�>7L;�J7A;D�JE�
J>;�IJH;;JI
�EH�IJ7HJ;:�IC7BB�9EBB;9J?L;I
�EH�JH?;:�JE�[=>J�ED�J>;?H�
EMD�EKJ�E<�7�CEH7B�?CF;H7J?L;��$�MHEJ;�J>?I�<EH�J>;�IKHL?L7B�E<�
J>EI;�M>E�7H;�@KIJ�;DJ;H?D=�J>;�[=>J�DEM�7D:�<EH�J>EI;�M>E�
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/>;H;�97D�8;�7�BEJ�E<�9H?J?9?IC�EH�I>7C;�FB79;:�ED�F;EFB;�
M>E�M;�:EDZJ�J>?DA�7H;�:E?D=�H?=>J�8O�;79>�EJ>;H�EH�J>;�
CEL;C;DJ
�8KJ�J>;H;�7H;�9ECFB;N�7D:�:;;FBO�>KC7D�
9EDI?:;H7J?EDI�M;�D;;:�JE�J7A;�?DJE�799EKDJ��$ZC�>EF?D=�J>?I�
M?BB�8;�7D�?DL?J7J?ED�<EH�KI�JE�:?=�:;;F�7D:�8;�9ECF7II?ED7J;�
M?J>�EKHI;BL;I�7D:�;79>�EJ>;H�7I�M;�9EDI?:;H�M>7J�IEC;�E<�
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J>7J�97D�8;�KD:;HL7BK;:�EH�EL;HBEEA;:�:;IF?J;�?JI�FH;L7B;D9;��
/>?I�EH=7D?P?D=�F>?BEIEF>O�<EIJ;HI�>;7BJ>�7D:�H;I?B?;D9O
�
9H;7J;I�IF79;�<EH�7BB�:?<<;H;DJ�A?D:I�E<�F;EFB;�JE�8;�78B;�JE�
F7HJ?9?F7J;
�7D:�>7I�8;;D�J>;�879A8ED;�E<�BED=�J;HC�IK99;II��
2>?B;�$�7C�DEJ�?DJHE:K9?D=�7�D;M�9ED9;FJ
�J>;�8?JI�7D:�F?;9;I�
E<�?D<EHC7J?ED�ED�J>;I;�9EDI?:;H7J?EDI�J;D:�JE�8;�8KH?;:�?D�
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storms. I have nothing but faith in antifascists to continue to be 
sources of strength, encouragement, and inspiration for each 
other and those around us, and to build new tools and 
avenues for growth in this era of great uncertainty and even 
greater possibility. At its best, antifascism can be a much 
D;;:;:�9KBJKH7B�PED;�M>;H;�[;H9;D;II
�?DJ;DI?JO
�BEL;
�7D:�@EO�
DEJ�@KIJ�9E;N?IJ
�8KJ�DKHJKH;�;79>�EJ>;H�?D�M7OI�J>7J�7H;�
>;7B?D=�7D:�:?<[9KBJ�7D:�7C7P?D=��/>;�MEHB:�87:BO�D;;:I�
CEH;�E<�J>?I�7I�M;BB�7I�>;BF�;NJH?97J?D=�?JI;B<�<HEC�J>;�=H7IF�E<�
fascist domination. People are depending on us in ways that 
many aren’t ready to acknowledge, and we have a duty to 
ourselves and to our communities to be accountable and ready 
to struggle.  

/>;H;�?I�ED�=E?D=�FIO9>EBE=?97B�M7H<7H;�8;?D=�M7=;:�
against us and we must resist. Moving forward I hope we can 
A;;F�:?I9EL;H?D=�7D:�9H;7J?D=�D;M�M7OI�JE�[D:�IJH;D=J>�?D�
ourselves, in our processes, and in radical solidarity. At the 
end of the day, I don’t regret any of my actions against fascism 
despite the fear and consequences,  but I do regret when I 
haven’t taken care of myself or have fought with comrades. I 
M?I>�;L;HOED;�J>;�8;IJ�E<�BK9A�?D�9EDJ;D:?D=�M?J>�J>;�:?<[9KBJ�
8KJ�?CFEHJ7DJ�MEHA�E<�[=KH?D=�EKJ�EKH�?DJ;HD7B�:OD7C?9I��It’s
a long haul, and a worthy one. Solidarity is our greatest 
weapon!
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other works and overshadowed in the mainstream dialogue 
by other versions of antifascism.� My aim is to explore ways
we can strengthen our antifascist movements by addressing 
our community culture and to incorporate research in healing, 
feminism, and disability justice. I know there are many others 
with more experience and insight into these topics, and I hope 
that this will not be seen as a set of answers as much as a 
jumping off point for more inquiry and discussion.

It has been pointed out to me that much of this piece is 
JH7DIB7J78B;�JE�79J?L?IC�EKJI?:;�E<�J>;�IF;9?[97BBO�7DJ?<7I9?IJ�
sphere, and I hope that we all continue to share insights and 
lessons learned across different struggles. I decided to write 
about antifascism in particular because that is where I have 
8;;D�>7D=?D=�CO�>7J��EH�87D:7D7�
�7D:�7BIE�8;97KI;�J>;�[=>J�
against fascism speaks to many of our universally deepest 
held issues and concerns about how we treat each other and 
approach the struggle for life. The thoughts and ideas I share 
in this zine come from a place of deep love and respect for 
;L;HOED;�[=>J?D=�<7I9?IC
�7D:�7D�KD:;HIJ7D:?D=�that the
struggle for justice, equality and dignity�\EKH?I>;I�J>;�8;IJ�
when it is diverse, has room for everyone at whatever place 
they are at, and supports whichever ways they feel led and 
able to create change. Many of the ideas come from the 
following works which I have quoted throughout and I highly 
recommend for further reference:

Care Work: Dreaming Disability Justice by Leah Lakshmi 
Piepzna-Samarasinha

Trauma Stewardship: An Everyday Guide to Caring for 
Self While Caring for Others by Laura van Dernoot Lipsky 
with Connie Burk

Anti-fascism Against Machismo: Gender, Politics, and the 
Struggle Against Fascism by Petronella Lee
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Conclusion

There is scholarship and conversation happening in all 
different corners of social justice spaces around the issues of 
how to maneuver to meet the increasingly dire circumstances 
of this century. Our current struggle will continue to morph 
I?=D?[97DJBO�?D�J>;�9EC?D=�:;97:;I
�7D:�?J�?I�FHE878BO�=E?D=�JE�
=;J�CK9>�>7H:;H�8;<EH;�?J�=;JI�7DO�;7I?;H��/>;H;�C7O�8;�J?C;I�
?D�J>;�<KJKH;�M>;D�J>;�87JJB;�?I�I?CFBO�<EH�87I?9�IKHL?L7B
�7I�
?D:?L?:K7BI�EH�7I�7�9ECCKD?JO
�M>;H;�J>;H;�?I�DE�MEHA�:ED;�
other than maintaining our spirits. While we must remain 
7D9>EH;:�JE�J>;�FH;I;DJ�CEC;DJ
�?J�?I�>7H:�JE�<EH=E�I;;?D=�7BB�
J>;�:?<<;H;DJ�FEII?8B;�<KJKH;I�7>;7:��IEC;�E<�M>?9>�7H;�GK?J;�
8B;7A�
�7D:�?J�?I�?D�J>;I;�CEC;DJI�E<�:7HAD;II�?J�8;9EC;I�;L;D�
more clear that everything we do now on the slow steady 
M7BA�JEM7H:I�>;7BJ>�7D:�H;I?B?;D9O�?I�?DL7BK78B;�<EH�EKH�
<KJKH;���/>;�9EDD;9J?EDI�M;�7H;�C7A?D=�DEM�7D:�J>;�M7OI�M;�
FH79J?9;�H;C7?D?D=�\;N?8B;
�9KH?EKI
�9ECF7II?ED7J;
�7D:�
BEL?D=�?D�7�:?IEH?;DJ?D=�MEHB:�C7A;�7BB�J>;�:?<<;H;D9;�JE�J>;�
B?L78?B?JO�E<�8EJ>�J>;�FH;I;DJ�CEC;DJ�7D:�>;BF�I;J�KI�ED�J>;�
F7J>�JE�7�8;JJ;H�<KJKH;�

2;ZH;�IJ?BB�;NFBEH?D=�7BB�J>;�M7OI�>;7B?D=�7D:�97H;�MEHA�
<79JEH�?DJE�EKH�CEL;C;DJI
�7D:�$�ADEM�M;ZBB�A;;F�9EDD;9J?D=�
J>EI;�:EJI�8;JM;;D�KI�7D:�EJ>;H�IJHK==B;I�7I�M;�M;7J>;H�J>;I;�

Conclusion
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* * *
As Black As Resistance: by Zoé Samudzi and William C. 

Anderson

Joyful Militancy: Building Thriving Resistance in Toxic 
Times by Nick Montgomery and carla bergman

Emergent Strategy by adrienne maree brown

Blessed Is The Flame: An introduction to concentration 
97CF�H;I?IJ7D9;�7D:�7D7H9>E�D?>?B?IC�8O�.;H7[DIA?

49

most effective sites of resistance in the concentration camps 
during WWII was a hospital.xviii When we pair resistance with 
care work we can free each other in spirit even as they still try 
to keep us demoralized and alone. You are never alone when 
OEK�7H;�[=>J?D=�<7I9?IC�;L;D�J>EK=>�IEC;J?C;I�?J�97D�<;;B�B?A;�
it. It’s so wonderful and important when we create systems 
where everyone feels that connection, presence and love, and 
when we can break through isolation and be heartbroken 
together. Standing with the vulnerable and with each other 
imbues life with meaning and strength, creating courage 
beyond what we ever could imagine. Incorporating direct 
solidarity results in rupturing futurity in the vein of the 
anarcho-nihilist without acting from a place of hopelessness, 
but also not relying on a wispy unreliable hopefulness either. 
Humanity loves the image of the rebel because we all know 
:;;F�:EMD�J>7J�7J�J>?I�CEC;DJ�?D�J?C;�M;�CKIJ�[=>J�879A�JE�
live, and to care for those (including ourselves) that the system 
deems expendable is to rebel. We all reach for “that H;\;N?L;�
spirit of resistance rooted in the basic existential 
understanding that recalcitrance is simply a more meaningful 
and joyous form of existence than docility.”42  

W.JHK==B;�IE�J>7J�7BB�C7O�B?L;�J>?I�H?9>
�EL;H\EM?D=�B?<;��
�D:�8; � IKH; � J>7J � ?D � J>?I � IJHK==B; �OEK�M?BB �[D:�7 � @EO�
greater than anything else can give.” - Pyotr Kropotkin

xviii  “The  hospital  was  slowly  established  as  a  place  that  was  not  only 
occasionally capable of healing people, but was also one of the central pillars 
of the resistance movement. Underground activities in the hospital included 
establishing contacts with patients, saving lives by falsely diagnosing illness 
(to  avoid  selections  or  work),  executing  informants  on  the  grounds  of 
<7BI?[;:�?BBD;II
�7D:�CEIJ�IF;9J79KB7HBO
�8H;;:?D=�B?9;�?D<;9J;:�M?J>�JOF>KI�JE�
be used as biological weapons..The general reluctance of the SS to enter the 
disease-ridden hospital made it one of the safer places for the organizations 
to operate.”&0=,H96>4� �F�70>>0/��>�?30��7,80���9��9?=:/@.?4:9�?:��:9.09?=,?4:9�
�,8; � %0>4>?,9.0 � ,9/ � �9,=.3:�!43474>8�G � '30 � �9,=.34>? � �4-=,=D� � 	����
?30,9,=.34>?74-=,=D�:=2�74-=,=D�>0=,H9>64�-70>>0/�4>�?30�I,80�
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Nurturing Antifascism

Everywhere I’ve been I’ve known many antifascists to be 
kind, caring, deeply compassionate people who often share an 
unspoken vision at the heart of their work that is not generally 
M;BB�H;\;9J;:�?D�J>;�CEL;C;DJZI�EKJ;H�7IF;9J�EH�I;;C?D=BO�
dominant culture. A good description of this approach is 
described in an article written by Kim Kelly about antifa after 
the Charlottesville attack in 2017:

Whether  it’s  collecting  shoelaces,  cigarettes,  and 
Metrocards to give people once they get out of jail,  or 
cooking big vegan dinners  for  folks  as  they carry out 
letter-writing to political prisoners, or offering childcare 
when others hit the streets, it’s all necessary and valid. 
/>?I�?I�J>;�[;H9;
�H7:?97B�97H;�M?J>�M>?9>�M;�IKFFEHJ�ED;�
another in the struggle. This is the beating heart of the 
liberation  movement,  the  crux  that  sustained  our 
forebears  in  every  other  revolutionary  grassroots 
organization. Solidarity is our strength and our greatest 
weapon.1 

Another comes from an op-ed more recently in Newsweek by 
Tae Phoenix in response to the calls to label antifa a terrorist 
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repeat as it broke through the depressed, fearful malaise 
America was falling into in the face of rising fascism. Some 
ED;�M7I�[=>J?D=�879A
�7D:�J>7J�B?J�CO�IEKB�ED�[H;��'?<;��!HEC�
�B;II;:�$I�/>;�!B7C;�

I am interested in the sort of resistance we pursue, not 
8;97KI;�M;�D;9;II7H?BO�8;B?;L;�?J �M?BB �FHE:K9;�:;I?H;:�
changes or lead us into a brighter future, but because it 
is the most meaningful response to this world we can 
?C7=?D;���;97KI;�M;�I?CFBO�97DZJ �IJEC79>�J>;�?:;7�E<�
8;?D= � F7II?L; � ?D � J>; � <79; � E< � 7 � IOIJ;C � J>?I � 8HKJ7B
�
H;=7H:B;II�E<�>EM�<7H�M;�C7O�8;�<HEC�EKH�:H;7CI��2;�
might think about acts of resistance not as a means of 
B?8;H7J?ED
�8KJ�7I�79JI�E<�B?8;H7J?ED�?D�J>;CI;BL;I�40

/>;�D?>?B?IJ�IF;7AI�E<�YIJEFF?D=�J?C;Z�JE�79>?;L;�
W@EK?II7D9;X
�EH�J>;�@EO�7J�J>;�I>7JJ;H?D=�E<�J>;�EFFH;II?L;�
EH:;H��W/>;I;�9H?;I�JE�YIJEF�J?C;Z�7D:�JE�:?I9EL;H�@EK?II7D9;�7H;�
;II;DJ?7BBO�7IA?D=�KI�JE�I;L;H�7DO�7JJ79>C;DJI�M;�>7L;�JE�J>;�
;N?IJ?D=�EH:;H
�7D:�JE�FEI?J?ED�EKHI;BL;I�EKJI?:;�E<�7D:�7=7?DIJ�
its progress.”41�!EH�J>EI;�E<�KI�M>E�7H;�:?I78B;:�EH�9>HED?97BBO�
?BB�M;�7BH;7:O�KD:;HIJ7D:�J>?I�?DD7J;BO�7I�EKH�8E:?;I�:E�DEJ�[J�
M?J>?D�7�YFHE=H;II?L;Z�J?C;�I97B;�I?D9;�M;�I?CFBO�:E�DEJ�
<KD9J?ED�?D�7�97F?J7B?IJ�<H7C;MEHA�E<�9EDJ?DKEKI�FHE:K9J?L?JO�
7D:�W?CFHEL;C;DJX��(EL;C;DJ�IF79;I�M>?9>�7H;�7DJ?�78B;?IJ�
>7L;�7�8;JJ;H�KD:;HIJ7D:?D=�E<�J>;�CEH;�D7JKH7B�H>OJ>CI�E<�
;88�7D:�\EM�7I�M;�B?IJ;D�JE�EKHI;BL;I�7D:�>7L;�J?C;I�E<�
;D;H=O�7D:�79J?ED�CEL;�ICEEJ>BO�?DJE��E<J;D�BED=;H��J?C;I�E<�
H;IJ�7D:�H;9EL;HO��$DIJ;7:�E<�7�9EDIJ7DJ�=H?D:�J>7J�M;7HI�KI�
down into dust and despair, life becomes a delicious soup of 
I?B;D9;
�97H?D=�<EH�EJ>;HI�7D:�8;?D=�97H;:�<EH
�FKD9JK7J;:�8O�
?DJ;DI;�HKFJKH;I�E<�@EO
�DE?I;
�7D:�7JJ79A�J>7J�J>;D�H;9;:;I�
879A�?DJE�H;IJ�7D:�BEL;�7D:�=H7J?JK:;��$D�J>?I�M7O�M;�97D�EF;D�
EKH�7HCI�JE�:;IF7?H?D=�CEC;DJI�ADEM?D=�J>;O�7H;�@KIJ�ED;�
F7HJ�E<�J>;�H?9>D;II�E<�B?<;�M>?9>�M;�97D�CEL;�J>HEK=>�?DJE�J>;�
next moment.

$DJ;H;IJ?D=BO
�7D:�$�:EDZJ�J>?DA�9E?D9?:;DJ7BBO
�ED;�E<�J>;�

Despair & Meaning
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group:

Like many Americans, I had misconceptions about what 
kind of people [antifa] were, and I thought I had better 
J>?D=I�JE�:E�5J>7D�[D:�EKJ6���BB�J>7J�9>7D=;:�;7HB?;H�J>?I�
year  when  a  couple  of  right-wing  extremists  began 
sending  me  threatening  messages  and  turning  up 
anywhere  they  expected  I  was  scheduled  to  sing  or 
IF;7A���I�$�MH7D=B;:�M?J>�J>;�B;=7B�IOIJ;C�7D:�C7:;�
arrangements  for  security  for  myself  and  my  family, 
BE97B ��DJ?<7 �EH=7D?P;HI �97C;�JE �CO�7?:� �)EJ �EDBO�:?:�
they  provide  me  background  information  about  my 
IJ7BA;HI� �ADEMD�;NJH;C?IJ�=HEKF�7<[B?7J?EDI
 �J>;O�M;H;�
there for me with the kind of emotional support you'd 
expect  from  a  faith  community;  sending  me  texts  to 
brighten  my  day  and  reminding  me  regularly  that  I 
9EKB:�97BB�J>;C�?<�$�D;;:;:�7DOJ>?D=�7J�7BB��$�:�D;L;H�;L;D�
met  most  of  these  people  in  "real  life,"  but  their 
commitment  to  ensuring  my safety  and psychological 
M;BB�8;?D=�:KH?D=�7�:?<[9KBJ�J?C;�M7I�JEK9>?D=���I�$�L;�
gotten to know them and connected with others they've 
helped, I've come to understand is that Antifa isn't really 
a  group  so  much  as  a  far-reaching,  multidisciplinary 
CKJK7B�7?:�7D:�IKFFEHJ�D;JMEHA�2

 adrienne maree brown says, “We are in an imagination 
battle”3, and so I’m going to try to put words to what has been 
described by so many actions (often unnoticed or under 
appreciated) which draw deeply from currents of thought in 
7DJ?�H79?IC
�<;C?D?IC
�7D:�:?I78?B?JO�@KIJ?9;��/>?I�:H;7C;:�
movement is:

• Inclusive
Anyone of any age, ability, or identity is seen as an asset,
has meaningful work to do, and feels as safe as possible,
useful and valued

* * *

47

in my life actions I have taken have had tangible, meaningful 
effects in the world and I’ve seen how our work as antifascists 
ripples out into society and changes history. I’ve also seen the 
quieter but in many ways even more powerful effects of the 
joy, relief, and strength I can bring people who are scared 
when I have been willing to confront monsters and bullies. 
Through the solidarity I have been shown I have also learned 
how deeply meaningful seemingly small acts of kindness can 
be, through virtue of which I am alive today. I don’t know if I 
will survive being an antifascist, but I know I wasn’t really 
surviving not being one, and in the end no one “survives” at 
all anyway. It is hard to imagine going back to a “safer” reality 
devoid of the connections and purpose I have gained being 
antifa. 

It's the reductionist approach to life: if you keep it small, 
you'll keep it under control. If you don't make any noise, 
J>; �8E=;OC7D�MED�J �[D:�OEK� ��KJ � ?J�I �7BB � 7D � ?BBKI?ED
�
because  they  die  too,  those  people  who  roll  up  their 
spirits into tiny little balls so as to be safe. Safe?! From 
what? Life is always on the edge of death; narrow streets 
lead  to  the  same  place  as  wide  avenues,  and  a  little 
97D:B;�8KHDI�?JI;B<�EKJ�@KIJ�B?A;�7�\7C?D=�JEH9>�:E;I��$�
choose my own way to burn. - Sophie Scholl

The opposite of despair is not happiness, which is just 
shallow pacifying ephemera continuously sold to us by 
Empire. Neither is it joy, which is only meaningful in it’s 
nature as a rupture, and while is an important shot in the arm 
to disrupt despair, is not a sustaining force against it. The 
opposite of despair is movement, is struggling along side 
others as we make each moment more livable. Whatever may 
happen in the future, right now this moment exists and can be 
used to help someone, interrupt abuse, bring joy, create space 
for peace, prevent harm, rest, and stitch together the fabric of 
our lives. Antifascism is a chance to open up space for life. 
One punch to Richard Spencer’s doofus face made the whole 
world erupt in joy and power. I watched those remixes on 
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•  Relevant 
Seen as a resource to their communities, approachable by 
people in need, knowledgeable, helpful

•  Connected
Has solid community ties and is able to be in solidarity 
with others, and others are in solidarity back

•  Healthful
Participants are supported both in times of crisis and 
healing, daily operations leave people feeling good, seen, 
strong and/or held

•  Liberatory
The work moves us all towards collective liberation while 
achieving interim goals

•  Uplifting
Directed by and/or comprised of those most at risk; 
emergent from oppressed communities

It should be noted that this vision doesn’t mean every 
antifascist group or project necessarily ticks every one of these 
boxes, but that as a connected network it works and strives in 
those directions. It’s partly coalition building, but it moves 
beyond that into the realm of deeper connection and care. 
There is an orientation towards love and health which is 
translatable to projects that are not about building community 
as well as those that are. From this vision emerges an 
understanding of struggle as multifaceted, incorporating  
activities such as education and care work as equally vital to 
liberation as physical defense. Petronella Lee in describing a 
feminist antifa:

Conceptualize anti-fascist resistance broadly and engage 

46

experience heaven when I die, putting hope in them is not the 
animating feature of my life as I have found them an 
unreliable source of energy. I say that human life has value 
now, and we can bring bits of heaven to earth now. To engage 
?D�J>;�?DJ;HD7B�MEHA�E<�[=>J?D=�<EH�CO�EMD�B?<;�7=7?DIJ�:;IF7?H�
is itself a meaningful antifascist struggle as by doing so I 
stubbornly proclaim that we, the impure, the poor, and the 
degeneratexvii have value. That life itself, the planet and the 
people on it (including myself) are worth saving, even while 
9ED9KHH;DJBO�>EB:?D=�J>7J�J>;�[=>J�?D�J>?I�CEC;DJ�?I�
worthwhile independent of whatever the future holds. From 
an anarchist essay on morale:

“For me, accepting that my actions cannot derive their 
meaning from some future goal is intertwined with the 
process  of  coming  to  terms  with  my  mortality. 
Recognizing death as inevitable, I don’t hurry any faster 
towards it…We may be defeated by our enemies, we are 
certainly  doomed  to  become  dust  ourselves…  In  this 
regard, my ability to believe in the possibility of change
—not  as  something  to  occur  in  the  future,  but  as 
something  I  can  pursue  right  now—is  a  fundamental 
part  of  my power  to  live  fully,  to  maintain  a  healthy 
relationship to my own agency.”39

For me antifascism tied together the confused strings of 
thought which found evidence all around that something is 
seriously wrong and no one seems to be doing much about it. 
Fascism is the rot at the core of our intertwining systems of 
patriarchy, racism, capitalism, ableism, and domination that 
IJH7D=B;�7�MEHB:�79>?D=�<EH�<H;;:EC��/E�[=>J�<7I9?IC�?I�=;J�JE�
the crux of the matter and to get the most bang for your buck 
when it comes to actions you can take to help turn the tide of 
J>;�MEHB:�7M7O�<HEC�:;7J>�7D:�:;IJHK9J?ED��!EH�J>;�[HIJ�J?C;�

xvii I’m intentionally using the terms “impure” and “degenerate”, which are 
originally Nazi terms to highlight diversity, disability, queerness, and sex-
positivity. Fuck you, nazis.
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in  multi-layered  struggle.  Embrace  a  variety  of 
organizing strategies and tactics, and move away from 
the tendency to look at anti-fascist struggle in terms of a 
hierarchical  ranking in which certain forms of  activity 
�;�=� � 9EC87J[=>J?D=
 � ?DLEBL;C;DJ � ?D � <EHC7B � FEB?J?97B�
EH=7D?P7J?EDI�;J9�� �7H;�FB79;:�7J � J>;�JEF
 �7D:�7BB �EJ>;H�
forms  of  activity  are  seen  as  secondary  and  less 
?CFEHJ7DJ���DJ?�<7I9?IJ�H;I?IJ7D9;�?IDZJ�@KIJ�ED;�J>?D=��$J�
?DLEBL;I�7�BEJ�E<�:?<<;H;DJ�JOF;I�E<�79J?L?J?;I
�7D:�H;GK?H;I�
a diversity of things.4

/>?I�L?I?ED�?D9BK:;I�F;HIED7B�=HEMJ>
�>;7B?D=�FH79J?9;I
�
;:K97J?ED
�7D:�8K?B:?D=�9ECCKD?JO�9EDD;9J?ED
�7D:�?J�H;@;9JI�
J>;�F7JH?7H9>7B�DEJ?ED�J>7J�C?B?J7D9O�?I�KD:;HC?D;:�8O�
A?D:D;II�EH�M7HCJ>��$DIJ;7:�?J�FHEFEI;I�J>7J�C?B?J7DJ�79J?ED�
cannot exist in any sustainable manner without a strong 
?D<H7IJHK9JKH;�E<�JH7?D?D=�7D:�97H;�MEHA�M>;H;?D�F;EFB;�<;;B�
IKFFEHJ;:�7D:�;D9EKH7=;:�8O�7�BEL?D=�9ECCKD?JO���I�IJ7J;:�
?D�%EO<KB�(?B?J7D9O
�W2>;D�F;EFB;�[D:�J>;CI;BL;I�=;DK?D;BO�
IKFFEHJ;:�7D:�97H;:�<EH
�J>;O�7H;�78B;�JE�;NJ;D:�J>?I�JE�EJ>;HI�
?D�M7OI�J>7J�I;;C;:�?CFEII?8B;�EH�J;HH?<O?D=�8;<EH;�X5 This
L?I?ED�H;IF;9JI�L?EB;D9;�8KJ�?I�DEJ�:EC?D7J;:�8O�iti. Don
#7CC;HGK?IJ�MH?J;I�?D�Y�ED<HEDJ?D=�!7I9?ICZ��

��H;LEBKJ?ED7HO�9KBJKH; �CKIJ �DEJ � ?D9EHFEH7J; �L?EB;D9;�
into  its  internal  functioning.  This  is  an  extremely 
?CFEHJ7DJ �:?IJ?D9J?ED �M?J> �7BB �L7H?7DJI �E< � <7I9?IC�7D:�
KD<EHJKD7J;BO�M?J>�C7DO�L7H?7DJI�E<�B;<J?IC��$J�>7I�JE�8;�

i  “�8IEBKJ; � :?IC?II7BI � E< � L?EB;D9; � 7H; � B?C?J?D=
 � 8KJ � IE � JEE � 7H; � 78IEBKJ;�
defenses  of  violence  as  always-already  necessary  or  inherently  virtuous 
M>;D�9ECC?JJ;:�8O�J>;�EFFH;II;:� �-7J>;H � J>7D�H;?D<EH9;�;?J>;H �FEI?J?ED
�
5�;D��7I;6�=HEKD:I�L?EB;D9;�?D�J>;�D;;:I�E<�9KHH;DJ�IE9?7B�CEL;C;DJI�JE�
H;IFED:�JE�J>;�9EDJ;CFEH7HO�CEC;DJ��$J�?I�?CFEHJ7DJ�JE�CEL;�8;OED:�J>;�
violence-nonviolence  dichotomy,  and  instead  to  think  of  violence  as  a 
9EDIJ?JKJ?L;�;B;C;DJ�E<�7�BED=�J;HC�E8@;9J?L;�X�Editorial Committee. “Building
Everyday  Anti-Fascism.”  Upping  the  Anti,  2  Aug.  2017,  uppingtheanti.org/
journal/article/19-building-everyday-anti-fascism/.
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KI�7H;�C7A?D=�?D�EH:;H�JE�H;@;9J�F79?[97J?ED�?D�<7LEH�E<�8;?D=�
FH;I;DJ�7D:�H;79J?D=�JE�J>;�;L;DJI�E<�J>;�MEHB:�?D�799EH:7D9;�
JE�EKH�L7BK;I��+;EFB;�>7J;�7DJ?<7I9?IJI�8;97KI;�M;�I>;:�B?=>J�
EDJE�B?8;H7B�IE9?;JOZI�I>7C;�7D:�J>;�<79J�J>7J�EKH�9KHH;DJ�
IOIJ;C�E<�W:;CE9H7J?9X�D7J?ED�IJ7J;I�I;;C�JE�:;LEBL;�?DJE�
<7I9?IC�7I�7�C7JJ;H�E<�9EKHI;��)7P?I�7H;�7�IOCFJEC�E<�7�
:?I;7I;�DE�ED;�M7DJI�JE�J7BA�78EKJ
�7D:�M;ZH;�J7BA?D=�78EKJ�?J��
2;�B?L;�M?J>�EF;D�;O;I�7D:�?J�I97H;I�J>EI;�M>E�MEKB:�H7J>;H�
M;�M;H;�8B?D:�

2>?B;�$�MEKB:�7H=K;�J>7J�B?<;�97DZJ�8;�JHKBO�C;7D?D=<KB�
KDB;II�?J�?I�HEEJ;:�?D�7�9B;7H�;O;:�L?;M�E<�J>;�9>7BB;D=;I�<79?D=�
KI
�?J�?I�7BIE�>7H:�ED�J>;�IEKB�JE�IJ7H;�?DJE�J>;�:;FJ>I�E<�J>;�
78OII��/>;�:EC?D7DJ�IOIJ;CI�7H;�IE�;DJH;D9>;:
�IE�8HKJ7B
�7D:�
IE�9HK;B�?J�97D�8;�H;7BBO�:?<[9KBJ�JE�<KD9J?ED�EH�I;;�7�F7J>�
<EHM7H:�KD:;H�J>;?H�M;?=>J�7I�J>;�=;DE9?:7B�BE=?9�E<�
97F?J7B?IC�?I�JHO?D=�JE�C7H9>�KI�7BB�E<<�7�9B?<<��.EC;�H;IFED:�JE�
J>?I�FH;IIKH;�8O�JHO?D=�JE�BEEA�F7IJ�J>;�9KHH;DJ�MEHB:�7D:�
<E9KI�ED�7�<KJKH;�KJEF?7�M>;H;�EKH�IOIJ;CI�L7BK;�B?<;
�EH�BEEA�
;L;D�<KHJ>;H�IJ?BB�F7IJ�:;7J>�JE�7�>;7L;D�M>;H;�M;�97D�[D7BBO�
8;�7J�F;79;�7D:�7H;�<H;;:�<HEC�J>;�8EEJ�ED�EKH�D;9A�J>7J�
IJH7D=B;:�KI�?D�B?<;���KJ�7I�7D�7DJ?<7I9?IJ�$�<;;B�?J�?I�CO�@E8�JE�
FKD9JKH;�>EB;I�?D�7DO�<7DJ7IO�J>7J�8;9EC;I�7BB�;D9ECF7II?D=�
and keeps us suspended in inaction or grasping at campaigns 
H;B?7DJ�ED�7�MEHB:�M>EZI�:;C?I;�C7O�8;�?CC?D;DJ��/E�<E9KI�
ED�J>;�<KJKH;�?I�JE�:;B7O�;NF;H?;D9?D=�J>;�FH;I;DJ
�7D:�JE�
H;GK?H;�7�>7FFO�;D:?D=�?I�JE�B?L;�>7B<�:;7:�;D=KB<;:�?D�O;J�
7DEJ>;H�<7DJ7IO�J>7J�MEKB:�JHO�7D:�I;BB�KI�879A�J>;�IJ7JKI�GKE�
J>7J�?I�A?BB?D=�KI���I�J>;�7D7H9>E�D?>?B?IJ�I7OI��W$J�IF;7AI�JE�J>;�
L;HO�D7JKH;�E<�EKH�:EC;IJ?97J?ED�J>7J�M;�EDBO�9>EEI;�
H;I?IJ7D9;�IE�BED=�7I�?J�<;;BI�B?A;�IEC;J>?D=�M;�97D�M?D�X38

/E�8;�7D�7DJ?<7I9?IJ�?I�JE�[=>J�<EH�B?<;�IKHHEKD:;:�8O�9KBJI�
E<�:;7J>
�M>;J>;H�?D�J>;�<EHC�E<�D;EB?8;H7B�IJ7I?I�EH�<7I9?IJ�
:EC?D7J?ED���DJ?<7I9?IC�?I�7J�?JI�9EH;�7�F>?BEIEF>O�M>?9>�
7<[HCI�B?<;�?D�:;[7D9;�E<�J>;�:;IJHK9J?L;�?BBE=?9�E<�=;DE9?:;��$�
B?L;�?D�EH:;H�JE�IF?J;�J>;�IOIJ;CI�J>7J�MEKB:�FH;<;H�C;�:;7:��
2>?B;�$�:E�>EF;�J>;H;�?I�7�<KJKH;�KJEF?7�7D:�$�:E�>EF;�JE�
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a place where everyone feels safe, particularly those who 
are the objects of violence in society generally. This is not 
at all easy to combine with the importance of militance 
in  the  general  struggle,  with  the  necessity  to  reject 
IJH7J;=?9 � F79?[IC
 � 7D: � M?J> � J>; � D;;: � JE � I>7HFBO�
9>7BB;D=; � 7D: � L?=EHEKIBO � :;87J; � L7H?EKI � ?:;7I � 7D:�
7JJ?JK:;I�M>?9>�?D;L?J78BO�M?BB�8;�F7HJ�E<�J>;�I9;D;�6

This vision conceptualizes the struggle for liberation as 
?DI;F7H78B;�<HEC�J>;�:7?BO�JE?B�<EH�IKHL?L7B��$J�;C8H79;I�J>;�
BED=�MEHA�E<�8K?B:?D=�9ECCKD?JO
�9>7D=?D=�IOIJ;CI
�>;7B?D=�
MEKD:I
�7D:�EL;H9EC?D=�7�9EDJ?DKEKI�I;H?;I�E<�E8IJ79B;I�JE�7�
8;JJ;H�MEHB:�J>7J�?I�D;L;H�JHKBO�[D?I>;:
�?DIJ;7:�E<�J>;�IJ7JKI�
GKE�:?I9EKHI;�M>?9>�<7BI;BO�:?9J7J;I�J>7J�EKH�C7?D�9ED9;HD�?I�
JE�[=>J�7�87JJB;�87I;:�?D�M7H�7D:�:EC?D7J?ED�M>;H;�M;�[=>J�
<EH�=BEHO�JE�:;<;7J�EKH�;D;C?;I�JEM7H:I�7D�;D:�=E7B�M>;D�
M;ZL;�WMEDX���I�BED=�7I�M>?J;�IKFH;C79O
�97F?J7B?IC
�7D:�
patriarchy are hegemonic, fascism will continue to be a 
FHE8B;C��/>?I�L?I?ED�E<�7DJ?<7I9?IC�?D9BK:;I�7�JOF;�E<�HEKJ?D;�
C7?DJ;D7D9;�J>7J�M7BAI�7BED=�I?:;�EJ>;H�B?8;H7JEHO�IJHK==B;I�
7I�EFFEI;:�JE�8;?D=�B?C?J;:�JE�;N9;FJ?ED7B�9?H9KCIJ7D9;I�IK9>�
7I�22$$�EH�7I�?IEB7J;:�<HEC�EJ>;H�CEL;C;DJI��$D�J>?I�L?I?ED�
we not only stop fascists in action, we work to stop the 
9H;7J?ED�E<�J>;C�8O�KD:;HC?D?D=�J>;�IOIJ;CI�7D:�BE=?9I�J>7J�
support them, while simultaneously working to heal the 
:7C7=;�J>;O�?CFEI;��/>;�F;DKBJ?C7J;�=E7B�E<�J>?I�L?I?ED�?I�DEJ�
a thriving antifascist community (although that is an 
?DJ;HC;:?7J;�=E7B�
�8KJ�H7J>;H�7�9ECCKD?JO�J>7J�?I�7DJ?<7I9?IJ
�
or even better, for the category of “antifascist” to no longer 
;N?IJ�7J�7BB�8;97KI;�7DJ?<7I9?IC�?I�DE�BED=;H�D;9;II7HO��0DB?A;�
<7I9?IJI
�M;�:EDZJ�MEHA�JE�?CFEI;�EKH�M?BB�ED�J>;�MEHB:
�8KJ�JE�
8;�EKJ:7J;:�H;B?9I�E<�7�CEH;�87H87H?9�7=;��

/>?I�L?I?ED�?I�9ED9;HD;:�M?J>�:;<;DI;�87I;:�?D�9ECCKD?JO�
I;B<�IK<[9?;D9O�7D:�;CFEM;HC;DJ�H7J>;H�J>7D�7�<E9KI�ED�;B?J;�
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Despair & Meaning

“When people come into contact with their own power - 
with  their  capacity  to  participate  in  something  life-
giving  -  they  often  become  more  militant.”37  -Joyful 
Militancy

As a disabled femme who has been told my life will be 
nothing but a hopeless mess of heartbreak, medical 
intervention, shortened life span, and constant struggle, the 
question comes up from time to time about why to keep going 
on, and the simple answer is: because fuck you, that’s why. I 
:?:DZJ�7BM7OI�>7L;�J>?I�9ED[:;D9;��This has been one of the
CEIJ�:?<[9KBJ�I;9J?EDI�JE�J79AB;
�7I�J>;�IK8@;9J�E<�:;IF7?H�?I�ED;�
I hold close to me and continue to wrestle with as we hurtle 
forward into an unstable, darkening future. I came to 
antifascism hoping to have a meaningful death and have 
found instead a meaningful life, with a previously tenuous 
9EDD;9J?ED�JE�;N?IJ;D9;�>7L?D=�8;;D�<EHJ?[;:�?D�M7OI�$�9EKB:�
not have imagined. The powers that be would have us hide 
away in various forms of disengagement, but there is 
something ecstatic about living in the real world even in all its 
terror. I worry my time here may be shorter because of the 
stand I have taken, but that seems to be the trade-off many of 
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core militias or parallel non-governmental policing forces.ii 
While hatred can be an animating force, it isn’t the main 
collective focus. Zoe Samudzi and William C. Anderson write: 

What we must come to understand is that a willingness 
to defend ourselves and our communities is  rooted in 
politics of collective care. Rather than seeking vengeance 
and aiming  to  harm oppressors,  our  desire  to  defend 
ourselves should be rooted in our love for one another. 
2;�7H;�DEJ�H;7:O�JE�[=>J�8;97KI;�M;�BEL;�[=>J?D=��2;�
7H;�H;7:O�JE�[=>J�8;97KI;�M;�7H;�MEHJ>�[=>J?D=�<EH�7

This vision is one where healing and connection are part of 
the bones of the movement at all scales from our smallest 
interactions with each other to our biggest campaigns. Using 
emergent strategy framework, this vision knows that “how we 
are at the small scale is how we are at the large scale”8 and 
“our movements themselves have to be healing, or theres’s no 
point to them.”9 In this vision, we unabashedly love each 
other. As Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha says, “Love gets 
laughed at. What a weak, nonpolitical, femme thing. Love isn’t 
a muscle or an action verb or a survival strategy. Bullshit, I 
say.”10

ii  Community training can be effective at stopping attacks, as shown by a 
study  done  on  a  program  in  Kenya  called  IMpower,  which  educated 
adolescents in rape prevention. “Findings include an average 51% decrease 
in the incidence of rape among trainees in the year after the program—no 
mean feat in a country where one in four women has experienced sexual or 
intimate partner violence in the last 12 months.” Paiva, Lee. “How Kenya's 
Self-Defence Classes Are Halting the Rape Pandemic in Its Tracks.” Apolitical, 6 
Oct.  2017,  apolitical.co/solution_article/kenyas-self-defence-classes-halting-rape-
pandemic-tracks/.
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subject Lipsky writes, 

“We need to acknowledge the value of what we bring 
without making our work be all about us. Once we cross 
J>7J�B?D;
�?J�97D�8;�:?<[9KBJ�JE�9EC;�879A��2;�97D�BEI;�7D�
accurate sense of our individual capacities and limits as 
well as our actual interdependence with others working 
?D�EKH�[;B:I�X36 

The causes of fascism are complex and global including 
geopolitical forces that we have absolutely no control over, 
and no one person or group is responsible for stopping it 
alone. The piece each person is doing is very important, but it 
is just that, a single piece. If your identity and self worth have 
8;9EC;�J?;:�JE�J>;�MEHA�J>?I�7:C?II?ED�97D�<;;B�:;\7J?D=
�8KJ�
the reality is that a grandiose mindset is isolating and 
unhealthy, and relinquishing it allows space to see and be 
?DIF?H;:�8O�7BB�J>;�COH?7:�M7OI�J>7J�>KC7D?JO�?I�[=>J?D=�<EH�
liberation. If you are feeling like your personal work is the 
only thing stopping humanity from slipping into the 
stranglehold of authoritarianism, you need to take a break. 
This is the importance of solidarity, because when you are 
working with others it is easier to take care of yourself without 
feeling like everything will fall apart. It is too much of a 
burden to bear the whole weight of the world on one set of 
shoulders.

Nurturing Antifascism
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Obstacles

What keeps us from this vision more widely? First, 
antifascism is highly autonomous and very diverse, so not 
everyone shares this vision. There are many variations or 
deviations, and probably many valid critiques for the way I 
have it laid out. There are also other visions of antifascism, 
some of which have not wrestled with unexamined biases or 
unintentionally favor the abilities or organizing styles of 
people with privilege (able-bodied, cis, white, middle class, 
male, etc). Secondly, we're under constant attack from fascists 
and the state, which severely undermines our efforts through 
threat of violence, actual violence, surveillance, and 
?D[BJH7J?ED��)EJ�EDBO�7�J>H;;�M7O�[=>J
�J>?I�?I�7�<EKH�M7O�
struggle as we also must contend with the internal damages of 
?D[=>J?D=
�F7H7DE?7
�FEL;HJO
�7D:�8KHD�EKJ��/>;�I>;;H�7CEKDJ�
of important and meaningful antifascist work which has been 
done under these conditions is truly remarkable! 

While we don’t have control over external threats, we do 
have control over some of our internal responses and in how 
we choose what directions to grow to help us move forward. 
Working towards solidarity antifascism can help soothe our 
work by consciously detoxifying our praxis and creating an 
intentionality behind healing ourselves and our communities 
IE�M;�>7L;�J>;�78?B?JO�7D:�97F79?JO�JE�[=>J��It is important to
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important to our praxis. Are you here for the right reasons, or 
are you possibly going to do more harm than good? Find joy 
in helping people with no reward, although when you are 
working in good solidarity with people you usually do get 
thanks from them, and there is nothing more meaningful or 
more moving. If you’re never receiving any appreciation, you 
may want consider why that is, why you feel entitled to it, 
whether or not you are really acting in solidarity instead of 
charity,xvi and what you can do to improve your relationships 
with your community. I’ve also experienced how we can 
become bitter, defensive, and critical when we don’t feel 
valued or connected to others, and it’s a reminder of how 
important good process and inclusion are to the work and our 
health as a whole. When everyone has a voice and useful work 
to do our egos are less likely to try to step in to protect us and 
stir up acrimony. From a handbook on collective process from 
AK Press: 

How many intelligent,  motivated individuals have left 
projects behind because they were attacked, neglected, 
undervalued, or silenced in other ways? When we work 
to develop and sustain stronger, more egalitarian sets of 
processes  to  guide  our  interpersonal  interactions,  we 
help to ensure that our collectives are something more 
than  a  group  of  frustrated  people  sparring  with  one 
another. Instead, a truly egalitarian collective is a model 
of the society we want to see, someday, in miniature.35

One last note on ego: sometimes what seems like ego may 
79JK7BBO�8;�8KHD�EKJ���I�C;DJ?ED;:�8H?;\O�8;<EH;
�ED;�
symptom of trauma exposure response is grandiosity and an 
?D\7J;:�I;DI;�E<�?CFEHJ7D9;�H;B7J;:�JE�ED;ZI�MEHA��*D�J>?I�

xvi  From the group Mutual Aid Disaster Relief’s model of “Solidarity, not 
charity.”  “Core  Values.”  Mutual  Aid  Disaster  Relief,  15  Oct.  2019, 
mutualaiddisasterrelief.org/core-values/.
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acknowledge the relationship between our inner selves, the 
C?DKJ?7�E<�EKH�?DJ;H79J?EDI�M?J>�;79>�EJ>;H
�7D:�EKH�;<[979O�?D�
stopping fascism and creating a new world. Whether or not 
M;�IK99;;:�?D�EKH�=E7BI
�M;�97D�;N?IJ�?D�M7OI�J>7J�C7A;I�EKH�
lives more luscious and worthwhile. All of our actions arise 
EKJ�E<�EKH�:;;FBO�>;B:�L7BK;I
�EKH�IJ7J;�E<�C?D:
�7D:�J>;�
wholeness or brokenness of our hearts. As adrienne maree 
8HEMD�I7OI��

What we practice at the small scale sets the patterns for 
J>; �M>EB; � IOIJ;C� �"H79; � 5';; ��E==I6 �7HJ?9KB7J;: � ?J � ?D�
M>7J � C?=>J � 8; � J>; � CEIJ�KI;: � GKEJ; � E< � CO � B?<;��
W/H7DI<EHC � OEKHI;B< � JE � JH7DI<EHC � J>; � MEHB:�X � />?I�
doesn’t mean to get lost in the self, but rather to see our 
own lives and work and relationships as a front line, a 
[HIJ � FB79; � M; � 97D � FH79J?9; � @KIJ?9;
 � B?8;H7J?ED
 � 7D:�
alignment with each other and the planet.11 

2;�7H;�DEJ�?CCKD;�JE�8;?D=�7<<;9J;:�8O�EH�
KD?DJ;DJ?ED7BBO�H;9H;7J?D=�EFFH;II?ED
�7D:�J>;�GK;IJ?ED�?I
�
M>7J�7H;�M;�:E?D=�EH�97D�M;�:E�JE�?DJ;HHKFJ�J>EI;�IOIJ;CI�E<�
harm and to heal as an intentional antifascist praxis? The 
MEHB:�?D�=;D;H7B�?I�7�:?<[9KBJ�7D:�JEN?9�FB79;�JE�B?L;�?D
�7D:�
79J?L?IC�97D�;IF;9?7BBO�8;�IE�I?D9;�?J�?I�IJH;II<KB
�;CEJ?ED7B
�
and high stakes. Antifascism is among some of the higher 
IJ7A;I�JOF;I�E<�79J?L?IC�7D:�7BIE�ED;�E<�J>;�CEIJ�;NFB?9?J�78EKJ�
being willing to/needing to use violence as a tool when 
D;9;II7HO
�M>?9>�I?=D?[97DJBO�>;?=>J;DI�H?IA�8EJ>�E<�F>OI?97B�
>7HC
�FIO9>EBE=?97B�>7HC
�7D:�H;FH;II?ED�<HEC�J>;�IJ7J;��
�KBJKH7BBO
�7DJ?<7I9?IC�>7I�7BIE�;C8H79;:�7�9;HJ7?D�L;DECEKI�
J;DEH�?D�EH:;H�JE�;D=7=;�?D�FIO9>EBE=?97B�M7H<7H;�7D:�>7BJ�J>;�
rightward shift of the Overton Window,iii�7H=K?D=�J>7J�IE9?;JO�

iii  The  Overton  Window  describes  “9ECCEDBO �>;B: � ?:;7I
 � 7JJ?JK:;I � 7D:�
FH;IKCFJ?EDI � 5J>7J6 � <H7C;�M>7J � ?I �FEB?J?97BBO �FEII?8B;X� �Russell,  Nathan J.
“An  Introduction  to  the  Overton  Window  of  Political  Possibilities.”  Mackinac 
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To be able to accomplish solidarity and build community 
with groups at risk from fascists requires us to continuously 
do the internal work of disinvesting from oppression. While 
most of us are under attack from fascism for some aspect(s) of 
our identity, the work of self-liberation, education, and 
deepening our analysis to extricate ourselves from patterns of 
domination is never done. An important aspect of this is 
uprooting our own biases and white supremacy. Antifascist 
IF79;I�7H;�DEJ�IF;9?[97BBO�7D7H9>?IJ�EH�M>?J;
�8KJ�H;=7H:B;II�7D�
important dynamic in is addressed in this quote from the zine 
Uproot White Anarchism: 

White anarchism is a phrase describing the cultural hold 
and maintenance of euro-centralized anarchist theories, 
9KBJKH;
�:OD7C?9I
�[=KH;I
�7D:�C;9>7D?ICI�8K?BJ�ED�J>;�
directives and assumptions of a colonized society…if we 
continue to fail to acknowledge and address the need to 
dismantle the toxic patriarchy, neocolonial culture, and 
white  supremacy  in  our  own  spaces,  we  will  only 
continue to disseminate these problematic platforms and 
experiences…Often  what  is  being  theorized  even  in 
good intentions is  stuck in theory,  and if  direct  action 
does  take  place,  it  is  too  often  removed  from  the 
communities about which are being theorized.33 

Deepening and creating real working relationships with 
our larger communities and rooting our action down into a 
local context and culture are key to us being able to be in 
meaningful solidarity with others, instead of re-creating euro-
centric charity models. As stated in As Black As Resistance; 
“Any ideology of self-defense must have the will, desire, and 
support of the communities we claim to represent.”34 People 
>7L;�8;;D�[=>J?D=�7KJ>EH?J7H?7D?IC�<EH�9;DJKH?;I
�IE�M;�97D�
7IA�EKHI;BL;I�M>7J�J>;�BE97B�?J;H7J?EDI�E<�J>7J�[=>J�7H;�7D:�
how can we support work that is already being done.

Questioning our own motivations for doing this is 
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should not show any tolerance of racism and fascism and we 
need to actively attack appeasement of any kind. That is an 
absolutely important stance, but sometimes that intensity isn’t 
as well focused or as effective as it could be, or it can be mixed 
up with stress and trauma resulting in collateral damage to 
each other when the confrontational attitude is directed 
inwards.  Without  recognizing healing and care as integral to 
our movement spaces, this stress and intensity build up and 
spaces become toxic. Disability justice writer and activist Leah 
Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha wrote: 

Most  folks  I  know come to  activist  spaces  longing  to 
>;7B
 � 8KJ � EKH �CEL;C;DJI � 7H; � E<J;D � [BB;: �M?J> �CEH;�
ableism  and  burnout  than  they  are  with  healing.  We 
work and work and work from a place of crisis. Healing 
is dismissed as irrelevant, reserved for folks with money, 
an individual responsibility, something you do on your 
own time. Our movements are so burnout-paced, with 
little  to  no  room  for  grief,  anger,  trauma,  spirituality, 
disability,  aging,  parenting,  or  sickness,  that  many 
people leave them when we age, have kids, get sick(er) 
or  more  disabled,  or  just  can’t  make  it  to  twelve 
meetings a week anymore.12

I have witnessed the ways internal toxicity affects our 
;<[979O�7D:�:?IHKFJI�EKH�78?B?JO�JE�MEHA�JE=;J>;H
�JE�=HEM�7I�7�
movement, and even to effectively stop fascism.�Toxicity feels 
bad, creates isolation, can spur backlash and 
counterproductive actions, and pushes out diversity by 
creating a hostile environment. I want to reiterate that 
antagonism and hostility are important tools to the movement, 
7D:�$ZC�DEJ�IK==;IJ?D=�J>7J�M;�7BB�8;9EC;�\K<<O�8KDD?;I��
However, an antagonistic stance and approach can be 
wrapped up in unexamined oppressive or destructive 

Center for Public Policy, 4 Jan. 2006, www.mackinac.org/7504.
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Ego & Solidarity

It takes a lot of chutzpah to take on literal nazis and a 
certain amount of posturing can be both effective and 
entertaining, as when one antifascist I know ripped their shirt 
off and sent some big goons packing by sheer force of 
personality. However, sometimes that attitude can become a 
liability when it moves into the spheres of machismo, elitism, 
or self-righteousness.xv The ‘ego’ I’m referencing to is different 
from audacity or self worth, it’s ego which becomes toxic 
when rooted in unexamined privilege or disconnection from 
community. This is where being in strong solidarity with each 
other and other liberation movements is key not just to our 
praxis but also to our own well being. We need each other, 
and we are at our best when we are living in service to others. 
Some of the most humble and honorable people I have ever 
met are antifascists, usually those doing work deeply rooted in 
solidarity and mutual aid. There is nothing more humbling 
than working with those who are suffering and resisting in 
ways that are different from you. 

xv I don’t know who needs to hear it, but it bears repeating: there is nothing 
radical or revolutionary about being an asshole.
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behaviors and be accidentally corrosive to each other as well 
as the work itself. Some sources of corrosive behaviors are 
trauma, fear, dehumanization, ego, and despair. All of these
are very commonplace to the human condition. We're not 
alone, and we don't need to recreate the wheel as much 
continue to actively apply existing concepts and approaches to 
EKH�IJHK==B;�7D:�J>;�IF;9?[9�D;;:I�E<�EKH�9ECCKD?J?;I��2;�
97D�H;IFED:�JE�J>;I;�:?<[9KBJ?;I�M?J>�support, boundaries, 
compassion, solidarity, and meaning.

39

which has different styles of intervention provides the right 
tool and right person for different situations and jobs. 

Having an orientation towards compassion helps maintain 
loving relationships to ourselves and those around us and oils 
EKH�?DJ;HD7B�C;9>7D?9I�;L;D�7I�?J�9>7BB;D=;I�KI�JE�8;�\;N?8B;�
and creative in our approaches to the work. Destroying the life 
of a hardened fascist is often an important part of stopping 
fascism, but we lose ourselves and our message when it 
becomes the end goal. It is a small, yet important distinction 
that the ultimate goal be to destroy fascism, not just fascists.  
Sometimes antifascists being aware of the history and patterns 
of progression of fascism can jump ahead and conceptualize 
the situation in terms of future battles and tactics before we 
have reached that point, and it is important to stay rooted in 
the present and not cede opportunities to intervene where we 
are currently. The future is not written. “Less prep, more 
presence. What you pay attention to grows.”32

Consequences.” One People's Project, onepeoplesproject.com/. , Quinn, Ben. “Hope 
Not Hate Spy Played Key Role in Stopping Far-Right Plot to Murder MP.” The 
Guardian, Guardian News and Media, 3 Apr. 2019, www.theguardian.com/world/
2019/apr/03/hope-not-hate-spy-played-key-role-in-stopping-far-right-plot-to-mp.
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Trauma & Support

/H7KC7�?I�:;[D;:�8O�J>;�(;HH?7C�2;8IJ;H��?9J?ED7HO�7I�
“7�:?IEH:;H;:�FIO9>?9�EH�8;>7L?EH7B�IJ7J;�H;IKBJ?D=�<HEC�I;L;H;�
C;DJ7B�EH�;CEJ?ED7B�IJH;II�EH�F>OI?97B�?D@KHOX�13 !?=>J?D=�
<7I9?IC�E<J;D�97KI;I�JH7KC7
�IE�JH7KC7�97H;�?I�7BH;7:O�F7HJ�E<�
EKH�CEL;C;DJI�8KJ�?I�IEC;J?C;I�EL;HBEEA;:
�KD:;H�
7FFH;9?7J;:
�EH�D;=B;9J;:���D�KD:;HIJ7D:?D=�E<�JH7KC7�7D:�
>EM�JE�97H;�<EH�?J�I>EMI�7J�;L;HO�I97B;
�<HEC�ED;�F;HIED�
J7BA?D=�78EKJ�8KHDEKJ�M?J>�7�9ECH7:;�KF�JE�CEH;�EH=7D?P;:�
B7H=;�I97B;�H;IFEDI;I�<EH�J>EKI7D:I�E<�F;EFB;�7J�B7H=;�FHEJ;IJI��
#EM�7H;�M;�?D9EHFEH7J?D=�JH7KC7�97H;�?DJE�EKH�IF79;I��
�EDJ;CFEH7HO�B?<;�?I�8O�?JI;B<�7BH;7:O�JH7KC7J?9�7D:�:?<[9KBJ�
7D:�M;�7BB�8H?D=�:?<<;H;DJ�B?L;:�;NF;H?;D9;�?DJE�J>;�MEHA
�7D:�
KD7::H;II;:�JH7KC7�97D�IEM�>7LE9�7D:�FHE:K9;�I;H?EKI�
9EDI;GK;D9;I�JE�EKH�EH=7D?P?D=�;IF;9?7BBO�I?D9;�7DJ?<7I9?IC�
97D�;N79;H87J;�;N?IJ?D=�?IIK;I���H;�J>;H;�DEHCI�EH�IJHK9JKH;I�
M;�97D�9H;7J;�JE�>;BF�C;DJ7BBO�;7I;�D;M9EC;HI�?DJE�J>;�MEHA�
EH�>;BF�FH;F7H;�<EBAI�<EH�I>E9AI�7D:�B?<;�:?IHKFJ?EDI��2>?B;�
?D:?L?:K7BI�7H;�KBJ?C7J;BO�H;IFEDI?8?B?JO�<EH�J>;?H�EMD�>;7BJ>
�
M;�7H;�IJHED=;IJ�M>;D�M;�CEL;�7M7O�<HEC��I;B<�97H;��CE:;BI�
7D:�MEHA�JE�9H;7J;�IJHK9JKH;I�E<�9ECCKD?JO�97H;���I�;NFB7?D;:�
?D�J>;�8EEA�Care Work: Dreaming Disability Justice :
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bloodthirsty about reveling in hurting fascists,xiii and by 
making space for compassionate intervention. This framework 
separates the person from their actions and rejects eugenic 
logic that sees fascism as an indelible or innate part of 
someone. Compassion doesn’t have to mean inaction or 
M;7AD;II
�7I�'?FIAO�IF;7AI�E<�W79JI�E<�[;H9;�9ECF7II?EDX�
M>?9>�C;7D�WJ7A?D=�[HC�EH�;L;D�I;L;H;�IJ;FI�X31

Understanding the complexity of human experience allows for 
antifascist work that, while not as direct as punching nazis, is 
just as radical in its politics. It is radical to approach this work 
believing that we don’t have to use the tools of domination in 
order to be effective. Even physical confrontations with 
fascists can be about boundary setting instead of domination. 

People are often drawn to fascist politics for many of the 
same reasons they could be drawn to leftist politics, and 
antifascism can be preventative and interrupt the creation of 
fascists early in their radicalization. In some of these less 
metastasized cases a hostile dehumanizing praxis will create 
879AB7I>�7D:�>7H:;D�7�FEJ;DJ?7B�<7I9?IJIZ�8;B?;<I�M>;H;�7�[HC�
but human discourse, access to community, education, and 
boundary setting might change their path or allow for other 
options. And while making life terrible for fascists, we can 
leave a door open for them to get out. Compassion allows for 
fascists to change and leave racist scenes, which has been done 
with help by antifascist groups such as One People’s Project 
and Hope Not Hatexiv. An inclusive and diverse antifascism 

xiii  “This  is  not  a  thing  we  take  joy  in  -  the  personal  suffering  of  white 
IKFH;C79?IJI
X��7L?:�5E<�-EI;��?JO��DJ?<76�I7?:��W�KJ�?J�?I�7�=EE:�J>?D=�M>;D�
7�)7P?�=;JI�[H;:
�8;97KI;�J>;O�>7L;�B;II�H;IEKH9;I�7D:�J>;OZH;�DE�BED=;H�?D�7�
MEHAFB79;�M>;H;�J>;O�9EKB:�FEJ;DJ?7BBO�J>H;7J;D�F;EFB;�X�Gell, Aaron. “Anti-
Fascists Are Waging a Cyber War - And They're Winning.” Medium, GEN, 12 
Sept. 2019, gen.medium.com/antifas-keyboard-warriors-254f62be2a95.
xiv��7HOB;�'7CEDJ�%;DA?DI�E<�*D;�+;EFB;ZI�+HE@;9J�M7I�H;9;DJBO�J>;�IK8@;9J�E<�
7�I>EHJ�[BC�:E9KC;DJ7HO�97BB;:�W.A?DX�78EKJ�>?I�MEHA�>;BF?D=�7�H79?IJ�B;7L;�
the scene.  Hope Not Hate, an antifascist group in based in the UK, recently 
worked  with  a  disillusioned  neo-nazi  to  help  stop  a  murder.  “Hate  Has 
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Collective  care  means shifting our  organizations to  be 
ED;I�M>;H;�F;EFB; � <;;B �[D;� ?< � J>;O�=;J �I?9A
 �9HO
 �>7L;�
D;;:I
 � IJ7HJ � B7J; � 8;97KI; � J>; � 8KI � 8HEA; � :EMD
 �CEL;�
IBEM;H
 � ED;I �M>;H; � J>;H;ZI � <EE: � 7J �C;;J?D=I
 � F;EFB;�
MEHA�<HEC�>EC;���7D:�J>;I;I�7H;DZJ�J>?D=I�M;�7FEBE=?P;�
for.14 

�D�KD:;H�H;9E=D?P;:�7IF;9J�E<�J>?I�MEHA�?I�I;9ED:7HO
L?97H?EKI�JH7KC7��2>;J>;H�OEK�7H;�7�H;I;7H9>;H�H;7:?D=�
H;FEHJI�E<�:EC;IJ?9�L?EB;D9;
�7�IE9?7B�C;:?7�CE:;H7JEH�I?<J?D=�
J>HEK=>�:;7J>�J>H;7JI
�EH�I?CFBO�M7J9>?D=�L?:;EI�E<�FHEJ;IJI
�
;L;D�M>;D�?J�:E;IDZJ�I;;C�:?H;9J�M;�7H;�8;?D=�;NFEI;:�JE�
?DJ;DI;�L?EB;D9;�7D:�?J�J7A;I�?JI�JEBB����H;9;DJ�(;:?KC�9EC�
7HJ?9B;�78EKJ�7DJ?<7I9?IC�IFEA;�78EKJ�J>;�:?<[9KBJO��

Despite the Antifa researchers’ successful track record, 
eL;HOED; � $ � IFEA; � JE � J7BA;: � 78EKJ � >EM � ;CEJ?ED7BBO�
:H7?D?D=�J>;�MEHA�97D�8;��W�J�[HIJ�M>;D�OEK�BEEA�7J�ED;�
E<�J>;I;�9>7JI
�OEKZH;�B?A;
�Y*>
�CEH;�H79?IJ�?DJ;HD;J�9H7F
�
DEJ>?D=�D;M
Z��7L?:�I7?:��W�KJ�J>;D�OEK�I;;�J>;�I;;J>?D=�
C7II��2;�E<J;D�J7A;�8H;7AI�EH�IM?J9>�E<<
�8;97KI;�M>;D�
OEK�I;;�IEC;8E:O�:H;7C?D=�78EKJ�A?BB?D=�OEK�<EH�M>E�
OEK�7H;
�<EH�>EKHI�ED�;D:
�?JZI�KDI;JJB?D=�X15

$D�>;H�8EEA�W/H7KC7�.J;M7H:I>?FX�78EKJ�M>7J�I>;�97BBI�
YJH7KC7�;NFEIKH;�H;IFEDI;Z
�'7KH7�17D��;HDEEJ�'?FIAO�MH?J;I
�
W$<�M;�7H;�JE�:E�EKH�MEHA�M?J>�IK<<;H?D=�F;EFB;�7D:�
;DL?HEDC;DJI�?D�7�IKIJ7?D78B;�M7O
�M;�CKIJ�KD:;HIJ7D:�>EM�
EKH�MEHA�7<<;9JI�KI��2;�D;;:�JE�KD:;HJ7A;�7D�>ED;IJ�
assessment of how our feelings or behaviors have changed in 
H;IFEDI;�JE�M>7J;L;H�JH7KC7�M;�>7L;�8;;D�;NFEI;:�JE�X16 .>;�
=E;I�ED�JE�:;I9H?8;�I?NJ;;D�IOCFJECI�E<�JH7KC7�;NFEIKH;�
H;IFEDI;�?D9BK:?D=��<;;B?D=�>;BFB;II�7D:�>EF;B;II
�7�I;DI;�J>7J�
ED;�97D�D;L;H�:E�;DEK=>
�>OF;H�L?=?B7D9;
�:?C?D?I>;:�
9H;7J?L?JO
�?D78?B?JO�JE�;C8H79;�9ECFB;N?JO
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9>HED?9�;N>7KIJ?ED
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* * *
Dehumanizing fascists can give them the power of the super-
human or a veneer of surreality which they can cloak 
themselves in, while giving us an excuse to not contend with 
J>;�JHKJ>�E<�>KC7D?JOZI�97F79?JO�JE�8;�JHKBO�>EHH?[9��
Confronting fascism is to confront our own demons about 
what it means to be human, and that is an existential battle 
M>?9>�M;�97DDEJ�I>O�7M7O�<HEC���7D?;B�#7HF;H�E<�J>;�
antifascist podcast “I Don’t Speak German” spoke eloquently 
on the subject in their episode on famous white supremacist 
David Duke: 

I think it’s important to note that these are human beings 
and to understand them as human beings, as opposed to 
JH;7J�J>;C�7I�CEDIJ;HI�7BB�J>;�J?C;��$�J>?DA�JE�JH;7J�J>;C�
as monsters who are fundamentally different from you 
and I avoids the real issue, it avoids the fact that these 
ideologies  do not  just  come about  because  people  are 
just like, always bad, and it plays into the very thing that 
allows someone like David Duke who comes across as, 
‘well he’s very polite to that one Black person he knows, 
so how could he possibly be racist’, you know? It’s that 
exact failure of knowledge and imagination that allows 
these people places to grow…seeing him as a person as 
opposed to as a villain gives us a sense of the reality that 
seeing him as kind of the cartoon cut-out of just ‘racist 
man bad’ does not and I think that we can acknowledge 
the evil  and acknowledge the real harm that this man 
has done over his life while at the same time recognize 
J>7J�J>EI;�<7?BKH;I�7H;�>KC7D�ED;I�7D:�DEJ�:;CED?9�30

A solidarity vision of antifascism rejects dehumanization 
and disposability by framing the work as creating strong 
boundaries instead of throwing people away, not being 
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moments, sense of persecution, guilt, fear, anger and cynicism, 
inability to empathize/numbing, addictions, and grandiosity/
7D�?D\7J;:�I;DI;�E<�?CFEHJ7D9;�H;B7J;:�JE�ED;ZI�MEHA�17 More
J>7D�ED;�E<�J>;I;�IJHED=BO�H;IED7J;:�M?J>�C;
�7D:�M>?B;�$�
believe that much of this simply describes the reactions of 
B?L?D=�KD:;H�EKH�9KHH;DJ�COH?7:�IOIJ;CI�E<�EFFH;II?ED
�$�I;;�
J>;C�;L;D�IJHED=;H�?D�IEC;�7DJ?<7I9?IJ�IF79;I�?D�7�M7O�J>7J�?I�
MEHJ>�I9HKJ?D?P?D=��

Some of these responses have come to be seen in some 
spaces as cultural norms and feed into the larger phenomenon 
?D�H7:?97B�IF79;I�E<�>EIJ?B?JO
�?D\;N?8?B?JO
�7D:�7DN?;JO�?D�M>7J�
Joyful Militancy describes variously as “sad militancy, 
=HKCFO�M7HH?EH9EEB
�C7D7H9>?IC
�5EH6�FKH?J7D?ICX�7D:�I7OI�
WJ>?I�F>;DEC;DED�?I�:?<[9KBJ�JE�J7BA�78EKJ�8;97KI;�?J�FH;I;DJI�
itself as the most radical, the most anti-oppressive, the most 
C?B?J7DJ�X18 #EM;L;H
�J>?I�F>;DEC;DED�?I�DEJ�H;B;=7J;:�I?CFBO�
JE�H7:?97B�IF79;I�7D:�?I�?D�7�M7O�H;C?D?I9;DJ�E<�EJ>;H�IE9?7B�
I;HL?9;I�MEHA��2;�7H;�DEJ�7BED;�EH�;L;D�F7HJ?9KB7HBO�
;NJH7EH:?D7HO�?D�J>;I;�H;=7H:I
�7D:�$�MEKB:�I7O�M;�7H;�
79JK7BBO�E<J;D�7>;7:�E<�J>;�H;IJ�E<�IE9?;JO�?D�EKH�H;IFEDI;I��$D�
IF;7A?D=�=;D;H?97BBO�78EKJ�97H;�MEHA�'?FIAO�IJ7J;I��

.;9H;JBO
�C7DO�E<�KI�C7O�<;;B�J>7J�?<�M;�7:C?J�JE�>7L?D=�
7�>7H:�J?C;
�M;�M?BB�EF;D�7�:EEH�J>7J�M;�MEDZJ�ADEM�
>EM � JE � I>KJ� � $D � EH=7D?P7J?EDI � M>;H; � JEK=>D;II � ?I�
promoted  as  a  virtue,  there  may  be  a  great  deal  of 
?D9;DJ?L; � JE � A;;F � KF � EKH � <7Q7:;� ��I � ED; � 9ECCKD?JO�
EH=7D?P;H�JEB:�C;
�W$�J>?DA�M;ZH;�7BB�<HEDJ?D=�M?J>�>EM�
M;ZH;�:E?D=�X19

2>;D�M;�H;9E=D?P;�J>;I;�F7JJ;HDI�7D:�I;;�>EM�M;�97D�
situate ourselves as part of a larger culture of people and 
MEHA;HI�;NFEI;:�JE�JH7KC7�M;�97D�B;7HD�<HEC�EJ>;HI�7D:�
9EDJ?DK;�JE�7:@KIJ�EKH�EMD�?DJ;HD7B�9KBJKH;�JEM7H:I�H;I?B?;D9O
�
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health, and sustainability in ways that make sense for us.iv 
Really simple practices can be healing; for instance, one 
antifascist I met uses an exercise bike while he does research, 
and another group begins every meeting with check-ins and 
ends them with expressing gratitude for each other. A recent 
article describes the community care orientation of an 
antifascist training with Antifash Gordon: 

One of the organizers pointed out the refreshments by 
the  window (sliced pineapple,  pretzels,  trail  mix)  and 
urged  participants  to  make  use  of  the  yoga  mats, 
blankets,  and  foam  blocks  stashed  in  the  corner. 
“Whatever your body needs,” she said.”Really, feel free 
to  self-regulate,”  Gordon  seconded.  “This  material  is 
heavy. It can inspire some things.”20

Group dynamics where we don’t make space for trauma 
are going to unconsciously discriminate against those holding 
the most trauma, which is often going to be people dealing 
with different intersectional oppressions as well as our own 
movement veterans. This is one way that we unintentionally 
recreate oppression and capitalist disposability as people with 
trauma aren’t held and leave spaces. Taking care of those 
suffering from trauma is not always an easy task and 
movement spaces are not always the right places for it, but 
what can we do to get people the help and support they need 
and create a community where people can still be involved in 
some capacity while they work through issues? This is an area 
we can deepen our praxis and there is a lot to be learned from 
mad pride and disability justice movements, or by simply 

iv �/>;H; �7H; �;DJ?H; �[;B:I �E< � H;I;7H9>�7D:�>KC7D�;NF;H?;D9; �:;:?97J;:� JE�
mental health, spiritual health, and trauma care. If the discussion of trauma 
exposure  response  resonated  with  you,  I  recommend  reading  the  book 
“Trauma Stewardship” and exploring her advice and conclusions on how to 
deal with it. 
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treat each other, as disagreements or arguments turn really 
nasty when badjacketing becomes involved. In leftist spaces 
badjacketing is a form of dehumanization as someone who has 
been marked as a cop or informant is no longer afforded 
respect or dialogue from their peers and can become a target 
for abuse and exclusion. In extreme cases we can treat each 
other like we treat fascists with devastating consequences for 
the targeted parties. This can only happen if our core values 
include dehumanization and disposability as acceptable, a 
weak link in our politics which hands a powerful tool to the 
state to destroy us from the inside. Antifascism coming from a 
dehumanizing disposability framework can also reinforce the 
carceral state. Antifascism can be uncomfortably celebratory 
about incarceration, when in reality jail doesn’t necessarily 
stop fascists from organizing. A lot of fascist literature and 
organizations have come out of prisons, which can serve as 
nazi boot camp to the detriment to our imprisoned 
communities as well as those on the outside when fascists 
come out hardened. We win when fascists stop being effective 
fascists, either by abandoning the cause, becoming too 
impeded to continue effectively, or dying disgraced and alone. 
If jail aids in those aims it can be seen as a win, but when we 
celebrate incarceration as the end goal we are not furthering 
collective liberation and instead reinforcing the prison 
industrial complex. 

As part of a larger liberatory movement we are crafting 
new ways of understanding and practicing justice, and 
although we are severely limited by being trapped in the 
system we are in, the way we conceptualize and dream of a 
new world will affect our praxis. What do we want social 
accountability to look like? Glimmers of this come from 
feminist work in that arena, underlying the reality that 
sometimes people’s unwillingness to confront fascism comes 
from a place of genuine compassion and unacknowledged fear 
that the current injustice system will do more damage than 
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listening to, learning from, and actively supporting those in 
movement spaces who are already engaged in this work. It is 
8;D;[9?7B�M>;D�M;�:EDZJ�I;;�>;7B?D=�7I�I;9ED:7HO
�7I�7D�7::�
ED�J>7J�?I�H;GK?H;:�?D�EH:;H�JE�A;;F�J>;�YH;7B�MEHAZ�CEL?D=�
forward, or as a necessary consequence of the result of action, 
but as a main tenant of what we do. Healing each other and 
holding each other as we navigate this world is the work. As 
Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha said: 

$J �:E;IDZJ �>7L;�JE�8;�;?J>;H �>;7B?D=�EH �EH=7D?P?D=� � ?JZI�
both.  Someone  asked  me  at  a  talk  I  was  giving  at 
+EHJB7D:�.J7J;�0D?L;HI?JOZI�/7A;��79A�J>;�)?=>J�>EM�M;�
choose between healing and activism. I tried to tell them 
that  healing  justice  is  not  a  spa  vacation  where  we 
recover from organizing and then throw ourselves back 
?DJE�J>;�=H?D:��/E�C;
�?J�C;7DI�7�<KD:7C;DJ7B���7D:�7DJ?�
ableist- shift in how we think of movement organizing 
work to think of it as a place where building in many 
pauses,  where  building  in  healing,  where  building  in 
space  for  grief  and  trauma  to  be  held  makes  the 
CEL;C;DJI�CEH;�\;N?8B;�7D:�BED=;H�B7IJ?D=�21
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Respecting the power of violence to be damaging or 
alienating and working to continuously reconnect with our 
ability to be compassionate and have a healthy emotional 
range are key to feeling safer to comrades and community 
partners who experience dehumanization as a matter of daily 
existence.�Being aware of dehumanization as a tool used by
Empirexi can make us less likely to unintentionally reinforce 
those systems of domination in the course of our work. 
�;>KC7D?P?D=�97D�H;7BBO�879A[H;�M>;D�KI;:�97IK7BBO�7I�?J�
reinforces destructive structures instead of working to 
dismantle those systems, and when we dehumanize fascists 
we undermine our argument to the larger public that we act 
from a place of ethicality. As CrimethInc put it in August of 
2017,

“We have to  become adept  at  spelling out  the  ethical 
differences between fascism and anti-fascism, and all the 
@KIJ?[97J?EDI�<EH�<EHCI�E<�:?H;9J�79J?ED�J>7J�97D�79JK7BBO�
be effective in this struggle. We need allies from many 
different walks of life who can help us make this case to 
the public at large.”28 

For example, calling fascists fat or making fun of them for 
being poor or mentally ill reinforces oppression and sends a 
message that people who are poor or with different ability or 
bodies aren't welcome in our spaces even if the intention was 
IKFFEI;:�JE�8;�JEM7H:I�7�IF;9?[9�F7HJO��$ZL;�M7J9>;:�J>?I�
tendency diminish throughout the last few years, but it does 
still crop up especially among people newer to the movement.

Engaging with dehumanization can also leak into how we 

xi “The web of control that exploits and administers life - ranging from the 
most brutal forms of domination to the subtlest inculcation of anxiety and 
isolation - is what we all Empire.” - Bergman, Carla, and Nick Montgomery. 
Joyful Militancy: Building Thriving Resistance in Toxic Times. AK Press, 2018. P. 
48
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Fear & Boundaries

Fear is the mind killer that leaks into our spaces and praxis 
and compromises our ability to function. Everyone has 
different strategies to contend with fear, and the goal is not to 
be fearless, but to effectively manage our fear and not let it 
destroy us. The Center for Applied Non-Violence and Action 
Strategies (which has put out guides on taking down 
authoritarian dictatorships) states that “fear is a normal, 
instinctive response to a perceived threat. Fear is observed in 
the entire animal kingdom and therefore has no moral value 
attached to it. Most of us cannot overcome fear itself. 
However, all of us can overcome the detrimental effects of 
fear.”22 Security culture,v community, and solidarity are key, 
as well as continually building resilience through good 
nutrition, exercise, spiritual/therapeutic practice, and self-
compassion. The access to these things often depends on 

v  “A security  culture  is  a  set  of  customs shared by a  community  whose 
members may be targeted by the government, designed to minimize risk. 
Having a security culture in place saves everyone the trouble of having to 
work out safety measures over and over from scratch, and can help offset 
paranoia and panic in stressful situations—hell,  it  might keep you out of 
prison,  too.”  CrimethInc.  Ex-Workers  Collective.  “What  Is  Security  Culture?” 
CrimethInc., 1 Nov. 2004, crimethinc.com/2004/11/01/what-is-security-culture.
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Dehumanization & Compassion

Violence and dehumanization can go hand in hand, and it 
is understandable that we sometimes end up using 
dehumanizing language or attitudes towards fascists.  A 
dehumanizing framework can simply be descriptive of actions 
or political positions which themselves are already void of 
humanity. Sometime the use of violence is necessary for 
survival and the utility of dehumanizing your enemy goes 
along with that, such as in self-defense where you are taught 
not to look your attacker in the eyes because seeing their 
humanity can damage your ability to hurt them and stop you 
from escaping alive.  Also, the media is far too invested in 
humanizing nazis and cops while continuing to dehumanize 
their victims. However, beyond a survival function, the act of 
dehumanizing others is at the heart of our oppression, is the 
mechanism by which we do truly terrible things to each other, 
and is a key tool of white supremacy, patriarchy, and 
capitalism. Violence is a type of power, and while it can be a 
tool for liberation it can also be corrupting, especially for those 
who already hold institutional or systemic power of other 
types, so those holding that privilege need to be acutely aware 
of the harmful side effects.

Fear & Boundaries
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privilege, so a healthful, resilient culture means we try to 
incorporate access to food, exercise spaces and programs, 
spiritual/therapeutic spaces (including nature), into our work 
collectively to share resources as we are able. Courage is 
communal. People are doing this by having healthy food at 
meetings, creating martial arts clubs, prayer groups, mental 
health support groups, and more. Also, when as a movement 
we acknowledge a plethora of different types of activism 
actions as valuable, people can stay closer to their comfort 
zone and manage fear in that way. More advice from 
CANVAS: 

If  members  of  your  movement  are  too  afraid  to  take 
directly confrontational or high-risk actions, it is worth 
considering if there is a lower-risk alternative action that 
they could do. It does not help a movement to put its 
members into situations that they are not prepared for. If 
your activists are too afraid for one action, it is important 
JE � [D: � EJ>;H � 79J?EDI � J>7J � J>;O � 97D � :E� ��BIE
 � C7DO�
activists  frequently  assume  that  actions  that  require 
great  courage,  risk,  and  publicity  will  be  the  most 
powerful  and  effective  actions  that  they  can  take. 
However, this is not always true. Sometimes, low-risk, 
BEM�FHE[B;
�:?IF;HI;:�79J?EDI�97D�8;�CEH;�;<<;9J?L;�23

Authoritarianism thrives on fear, and the state injects it 
into our movement however they can. How do we grow and 
create more community, but remain safe? 2;�CKIJ�[HIJ�
9EDJ;D:�M?J>�J>;�H;7B?JO�J>7J�[=>J?D=�<7I9?IC�?I�DEJ�I7<;�7D:�?<�
you choose to do this work you are compromising any sense 
safety you may feel. We must also recognize that if you do not 
do this work you are still not safe, and any “safety” society has 
given you is a lie meant to weaken your resolve and allow the 
horror of the status quo to continue and worsen. Especially for 
those of us who are white, white supremacy functions by 
telling us that we are safer if we allow people of the global 
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to use “antifascist” as a add-on label denoting a cultural 
identity instead of as a key value or focus of a project. 
Depending on the level of threat in the area at that time it may 
make more sense to bring an antifascist perspective or 
knowledge base to existing communities or projects instead of 
trying to start new projects. Can we face our fears and be 
gentle with people on the edges to get them more training or 
give them something lower risk to do instead of discarding 
folks?�Can we balance individual safety and community 
safety? From Trauma Stewardship: 

When  we  acknowledge  our  fear,  we  have  an 
opportunity  to  deepen  our  compassion,  not  only  for 
ourselves  but  also  for  every  being that  has  ever  been 
afraid. If we look deeply, many of us will discover that 
the fear that underlies all other fears is the fear of our 
own  death.  It  is  worth  asking  how  we  want  to  live 
knowing that we will die. The answer is generally not 
that we would quit. Rather, it is that we would embrace 
the preciousness of life. We would choose to be loving 
and compassionate, and to deepen our caring for others 
and the planet even in the face of our inevitable end.27 

When we understand and respect boundaries, can 
9ECCKD?97J;�J>EI;�D;;:I�?D�7�9B;7H
�[HC
�7D:�BEL?D=�M7O
�7D:�
have structures in place to accommodate those needs, we can 
8;�B;II�<;7H<KB�7D:�CEH;�9ED[:;DJ�?D�EKH�:;7B?D=I�M?J>�;79>�
other and new folks.
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majority to suffer and die and will try to tempt us away from 
J>;�[=>J
�8KJ�M;�CKIJ�resist.vi “An injury to one is an injury to
7BBX�?I�DEJ�@KIJ�7�I7O?D=
�8;97KI;�J>;I;�?DJ;HJM?D;:�IOIJ;CI�E<�
78B;?IJ�97F?J7B?IC
�M>?J;�IKFH;C79O
�7D:�9?I>;J;HEF7JH?7H9>Ovii

7H;�JHKBO�=E?D=�JE�8;�J>;�;D:�E<�EKH�IF;9?;I�?<�M;�:EDZJ�J;7H�
J>;C�:EMD��2;�D;;:�JE�8H;7J>;�?DJE�J>?I�H;7B?JO�E<�9EDIJ7DJ�
:7D=;H�8KJ�DEJ�B;J�?J�9EDIKC;�KI�7D:�DEJ�8;9EC;�D?>?B?IJ?9�
78EKJ�J>;�F;H9;?L;:�ECD?FEJ;D9;�E<�J>;�IJ7J;��

#7L?D=�;L;HOED;�J7K=>J�78EKJ�I;9KH?JO�9KBJKH;�8;<EH;�
MEHA?D=�ED�FHE@;9JI�97D�>;BF�7BB;L?7J;�IJH;II
�8;97KI;�J>;H;�?I�7�
BEJ�M;�97D�:E�JE�FHEJ;9J�EKHI;BL;I�7D:�C7A;�?J�I7<;H� When
F;EFB;�7H;�DEJ�JH7?D;:
�?J�97D�B;7:�JE�;N9BKI?ED
�F7H7DE?7
�7D:�
7D�?D78?B?JO�JE�=HEM��!;7H�E<�?D[BJH7J?ED�7D:�J>;�D;;:�<EH�J?=>J�
I;9KH?JO�?I�@KIJ?[;:
�8KJ�:;F;D:?D=�ED�J>;�JOF;�E<�FHE@;9J�J>;�
J>H;7J�CE:;B�97D�7BIE�?D9BK:;�J>;�J>H;7J�E<�8;?D=�?IEB7J;:�7D:�
:?I9EDD;9J;:�<HEC�M?:;H�IE9?;JO��)EJ�7BB�FHE@;9JI�7H;�78EKJ�
9ECCKD?JO�;D=7=;C;DJ�EH�=HEMJ>
�8KJ�7I�7�D;JMEHA�EKH�
7FFHE79>�JE�I7<;JO�97D�?DLEBL;�8EJ>�I;9KH?JO�9KBJKH;�7I�M;BB�7I�
8K?B:?D=�9EDD;9J?EDI
�7I�9ECCKD?JO�HEEJI�A;;F�KI�I7<;H�8O�
C7A?D=�?J�>7H:;H�<EH�J>;�IJ7J;�JE�@KIJ?<O�<EH9;�7D:�8O�=?L?D=�KI�
799;II�JE�D;;:;:�7BB?;I�7D:�H;IEKH9;I����BIE
�M>?B;�J>;�;:=;I�
7H;�J>;�B;7IJ�I7<;�8;97KI;�F;EFB;�7H;�D;M�7D:�KDJH7?D;:
�J>;O�
7H;�7BIE�IEC;�E<�J>;�CEIJ�8EKDJ?<KB�?D�J;HCI�E<�H;LEBKJ?ED7HO�

vi�W2;�D;;:�JE�9EDI?:;H�J>;�;NJ;DJ�JE�M>?9>�H79?7B�L?EB;D9;�?I�J>;�KDIFEA;D�
7D: � D;9;II7HO � KD:;HI?:; � E< � I;9KH?JO
 � F7HJ?9KB7HBO � M>?J; � I;9KH?JO� � .7<;JO�
H;GK?H;I�J>;�H;CEL7B�7D:�9EDJ7?DC;DJ�E<�F;EFB;�:;;C;:�JE�8;�J>H;7JI��2>?J;�
9?L?B�IE9?;JO�>7I�7�FIO9>?9�?DL;IJC;DJ�?D�J>;�;H7IKH;�7D:�78@;9J?ED�E<�8E:?;I�
J>7J�J>;O�FHE@;9J�>EIJ?B;�<;;BI�EDJE
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Against Machismo: Gender, Politics, and the Struggle Against Fascism. The Tower 
InPrint, 2019. P 19
vii � W�?I>;J;HEF7JH?7H9>O� � 7 � IOIJ;C � E< � FEM;H � 87I;: � ED � J>; � IKFH;C79O ���
:EC?D7D9;�E<�9?I>;J;HEI;NK7B�C;D�J>HEK=>�J>;�;NFBE?J7J?ED���EFFH;II?ED�E<�
women  and  the  LGBTQIA. � ��BIE � H;<;HH;: � JE � 7I � I;N?IC� � � />?I � ?D9BK:;I�
EFFH;II?L; � 9EDIJHK9JI � IK9> � 7I � >ECEF>E8?7
 � JH7DIF>E8?7
 � 8?F>E8?7
 � ;J9��X�
“Glossary.” Decolonize ALL The Things, 12 July 2017, decolonizeallthethings.com/
learning-tools/glossary-of-key-terms/.
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of trustxi means having a variety of groups or activities with 
different levels of trust needed, instead of having to move 
people prematurely into an intimate level of security in order 
JE�MEHA�M?J>�J>;C���I�ED;�9ECH7:;�I7?:
�W';J�?D[BJH7JEHI�F;;B�
potatoes.”  The balance between openness and safety in these 
‘gray spaces’ is not an easy one, but it is an area we must 
breathe into if we are going to grow and maintain the upper 
hand in the coming years. How can we help encourage in-
between cultural community spaces where people can be 
involved and learn more while not being a security risk? The 
need for tight security measures can be offset by being in large 
community groups and spaces open to all (except fascists, of 
course.) Cultural spaces such as sports, music, art projects, 
movie screenings, and other community events are great 
venues for this. What other spaces can we grow into? More 
from Petronella Lee: 

It’s  important to have spaces,  roles,  and activities that 
account for the variety and diversity of social life - for 
example  considering  things  like  ability  and  age. 
Historically,  there  existed  a  wide  range  of  anti-fascist 
cultural  spaces.  These  included  things  like  reading 
groups, social clubs, collective kitchens, daycare centers, 
workplace organizations, and sports associations…Anti-
fascist gyms are great, and anti-fascist football clubs can 
be useful. But, what about an anti-fascist neighborhood 
association?  Or  anti-fascist  story-telling  time  for 
children,  or  an  anti-fascist  food  program?  Or  maybe, 
anti-fascist day at the nail salon or an anti-fascist roller 
derby league? The list could go on.26

It’s important to note that it can be problematic and ineffective 

xi  “Move  at  the  speed  of  trust.  Focus  on  critical  connections  more  than 
critical mass - build the resilience by building the relationships.” - brown, 
adrienne maree. Emergent Strategy: Shaping Change, Changing Worlds. AK Press, 
2017. P. 42
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energy, vision, and surprise. Being an antifascist is to be on the 
edge, and it is scary, but also exhilarating. An extremely strict 
security culture that hasn’t taken an effort to train newcomers 
EH�>7I�DEJ�9B;7HBO�:;[D;:�J>;�JOF;�E<�I;9KH?JO�H;GK?H;:�<EH�?JI�
goals can end up creating a culture of shame, badjacketing,viii 
and frustration, and in the end actually intensify fear rather 
than alleviate it.ix 

It behooves us to always be assuming that we have already 
8;;D�?D[BJH7J;:
�;IF;9?7BBO�M?J>�B7H=;H�FHE@;9JI
�7D:�ADEM�J>7J�
we are generally not very good at discerning who is or is not a 
threat and an attitude of too much paranoia can make a project 
look more dangerous, which ironically can create interest by 
security forces or bad actors.x Set security needs at the level 
corresponding with the openness of the project, as too much 
or too little can both be detrimental. I’ve also noticed that it is 
often people with privilege who are the most concerned with 
strict security, and the discussion of security breaches can be 
unaware of that social power dynamic and alienate those who 
are more used to being targeted by white supremacists and the 
state. Security is only useful up to the point where it enables 

viii  “BADJACKETING: � creating  suspicion,  by  spreading  rumors  or
KDIK8IJ7DJ?7J;: � 799KI7J?EDI
 � J>7J � F;EFB; � 7H; � KD:;H9EL;HI
 � ?D[BJH7JEHI
�
snitches,  or cooperators.” Badjacketing was a tool  used effectively by the 
state  to  undermine  both  the  Black  Panthers  and  the  American  Indian 
Movement. “No Badjacketing: The State Wants to Kill Us; Let's Not Cooperate.” 
Twin  Cities  General  Defense  Committee,  29  Nov.  2015,  twincitiesgdc.org/
badjacketing/.
ix A gentle way of reminding people about security culture comes from the 
ooglesphere; saying “dcsc” (pronounced “dee-see-ess-see”) which stands for 
“dude (comma) security culture” is a way of letting people know that they 
have crossed a boundary without shutting them out or down.
x  “Understand  that  changing  normal  activities  or  acting  differently  calls 
attention  to  yourself.  Security  services  conduct  pattern  analysis.  They 
analyze patterns of people’s and organization’s regular behavior. When an 
organization or individual start behaving differently (breaking the pattern), 
he/she/it (sic) attracts attention.” Popovi� Sr�a. CANVAS Core Curriculum: a
Guide  to  Effective  Nonviolent  Struggle:  Students  Book.  Centre  for  Applied 
NonViolent Action and Strategies, 2007. P. 171
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the work and becomes counterproductive when taken to an 
extreme making the work itself undoable or is seen as more 
important than treating people with respect. When done well, 
everyone feels safer without compromising community 
connection.  Some advice from Antifash Gordon: 

Gordon suggested novice sleuths look at  security as a 
spectrum,  in  which  no  amount  of  precaution  is 
completely foolproof. The more secure you try to be, the 
less organizing work you can do, he explained, adding 
that  such  calculations  should  be  based  on  a  careful 
threat assessment: a catalog of the risks and the costs of 
mitigating them.24

It can be helpful to use a feminist lens and frame security 
culture as being about respecting boundaries instead of 
exclusion or a decision about the innate character of who will 
make a good activist, which can be rife with sexist, classist, 
and/or ableist judgement. R*pe culture teaches us to have no 
boundaries so we often don’t learn how to respect them, but to 
be able to do this work effectively and minimize fear we need 
to learn. Teach yourself and each other about boundaries. In a 
discussion of healthy boundaries the book Joyful Militancy 
IJ7J;I�W<EH�@EO�JE�\EKH?I>
�?J�D;;:I�I>7HF�;:=;I�X25 I read one
description of what to look out for when determining 
?D[BJH7JEHI�M>?9>�:;I9H?8;:�8;?D=�JEE�<H?;D:BO
�>;BF<KB�EH�
talkative, all traits gendered female. By those metrics womxn 
7H;�CK9>�CEH;�B?A;BO�JE�8;�I;;D�7I�?D[BJH7JEHI�EH�7I�
expendable, and neurodiverse people are at risk of being seen 
as untrustworthy because they are socially awkward. 
Everyone has a right to choose who to work with, but I’ve seen 
security culture used as an excuse for hidden underlying 
biases. A healthy movement has space for everyone, if not 
everyone in every space. 

 Maintaining healthy boundaries and moving at the speed 
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